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CHAPTER I
IHTRODUCTION
Educational philosophy Is still changing and will
continue to change* Physical education must adapt Itself
to these changes and Integrate Itself more closely with
the entire school curriculum*
It is unfortunate that in most communities physical
education practice lags far behind current physical educa-
tion philosophy. The Curriculum, especially, has not kept
pace with the best thought in the field* Prom the elemen-
tary school through the university, the great majority of
programs are obsolete. Inadequate, and unsystematic* There
are a number of notable exceptions In the more progressive
schools but for the most part, the programs are based upon
tradition rather than upon the demonstrated facts of
present-day physical education* There is a great need to-
day for well-organized, graded, educationally sound physi-
cal education programs*
Bowen and Mitchell^ state there are four reasons why
vigorous sports should compose the biggest part of the
^ W. P. Bowen and E* D* Mitchell, The Theory of Organ-
ized Play
.
A. S. Barnes & Co*, Hew York, 1934, p. 371*
c\
c
phyilcal education program In our high schools:
"First, because they coordinate the body
at a time when the school work Is striv-
ing to coordinate the mlndj second, be-
cause the desire to win makes the player
willing to obey the training rules—
a
group of hygienic laws—an Important mat-
ter in this hablt-formlng period of hli
life; third, because the effects of physi-
cal exercise are more far-reaching than
the benefits pertaining to the body alone-
there are mental and moral results as
well—and it is the team game that best
promotes the qualities needed; and fourth,
because of the pedagogical principle that
the value of subjects in the high school
depends largely on the interest they
create •**
Irwln"^ may be quoted as saying j
"The basic alms and objectives of physi-
cal education are the same as those of
education in general, for the total proc-
ess of education must be considered in
providing a program of education for the
proper development of the child. The
physical education program should empha-
size, perhaps to a greater extent than
other fields, such phases of education as
the physical, the social, the emotional,
and the recreational development of each
pupil* Also there are certain important
responsibilities for the intellectual de-
velopment of pupils in the physical edu-
cation program."
BRIEF HISTORY OF RHODE ISIAND EDUCATION
It is not possible to construct, from the early rec-
ords of Rhode Island towns which have been preserved, a
L. W. Irwin, The Curriculum in Health and Physical
Education. The C. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, 1944, p* 43.
cr
eompleto and oonsiatent history of schools* The difficul-
ty arises partly from Incomplete and fragmentary records,
partly from broken series, partly from destruction or loss
of records, partly from the practice of entrusting duties
to committees whose reports were hy word of mouth or if
in writing have not been preserved, and partly from the
fact that education was not in most Rhode Island towns a
municipal undertaking*
The following series of dates record chronologically
important events marking progress toward the perfection of
the system of schools in Rhode Island;-^
1868 Abolition of rate bills.
1870 State Board of Education established*
1871 Rhode Island Normal School established*
1873 Appellate jurisdiction of Commissioner
of Public Schools defined by the Su-
preme court*
1882 Town maintenance of public schools
made mandatory*
1884 Maximum state general school appro-
priation attained*
1884 Abolition of school districts per-
mitted*
1893 Free textbooks ordered*
1898 State certification for all public
school teachers*
1902 Full term school attendance made com-
pulsory* The state assumed responsi-
bility for enforcing attendance*
1904 All remaining school districts abol-
ished, and the town system established
throughout the state*
1911 Medical inspection in Rhode Island
schools enacted by state legislation*
1 Charles Carroll, Public Education In Rhode Island .
E. L. Freeman Co., Providence, 1918, p. 176*
cr
1917 Physical education. Instruction
and practice, vas made a mandatory
requirement in all achools, public
and private, for pupils over eight
years of age*
1919 A syllabus for teaching fire pre-^
vention was published*
1921 The Commissioner was directed to
prescribe a course of study for
teaching fire prevention*
LEQAL ASPECTS
Public education is a function of the state, but the
actual business of educating children rests largely with
the local government in towns, counties, or cities* The
powers exercised by local government are contained in laws
passed by the state legislature* Within the framework of
these laws, state and local boards of education establish
regulations to facilitate the administration of schools*
When difficulties arise between individuals or groups,
the matter may be taken to a court which renders a deci-
sion* This decision of the court establishes a precedent
in settling subsequent disputes of similar nature, or un-
til the state legislature passes or revises legislation
on the subject. Interpretations of the law itself, or of
its intent, may be requested of an attorney general*
Hearly all states provide for physical education
through special legislation, which Rhode Island did In Art-
icle XII, Chapter 182, Section VI of 1917, which reads as
follows :
^
1 Legislative Act of the State of Rhode Island, P* L*
1917, General Laws of Rhode Island , p* 419*
cc
•Section YI All children above the age of
eight years (8), attending public schools
or such other schools as are managed and
controlled by the state, shall receive
therein Instruction and practice in physi-
cal training under such regulations as the
director of education may prescribe or
approve during periods which shall aver-
age at twenty (20) minutes In each school
day. Ho private school or private instruc-
tion shall be approved by any school com-
mittee for the purposes of Chapter 182 as
substantially equivalent to that required
by of a child attending a public school
in the same city and town, unless instruc-
tion and practice in physical training
similar to that, required in public schools
shall be given*
PURPOSE OP STUDY
The author, being a potential Instructor in the field
of physical education of the state of Rhode Island, has as
his purpose in conducting this survey to discover and re-
late the truth with an objective of improving, through
recommendations, the present physical education programs
in the public high schools of the state* It is hoped that
this study will give an accurate picture of the state of
physical education In the secondary schools of Rhode Island
and give some indication as to the desirability of estab-
lishing a state course of study* Williams and Brownell-^
•aid:
"Courses of study are essential to? (1)
reflect the educational philosophy and
purposes of the school; (2) indicate the
inter-relationships of school subjects
or programs; (3) reconcile different
1 J* F. Williams and C. L* Brownell, The Administration
of Health and Physical Education
,
W* B* Saunders Co*, Phil-
Adelphla. and. JLflnaon, J^47, p. asi^
I
i
c
fundamental views held by members of the
•taff) (4) provide a working basis ibr a
field which portrays Its specific con-
tribution to the lives of students; and
(6) present a graduated and progressive
program aimed to prevent undue overlap-
ping and unfortunate gaps In subject
matter, allowing for individual differ-
ences in students and teachers*"
THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to determine the pres-
ent physical education programs of the public high schools
of Rhode Island* The survey was used to obtain pertinent
Information relative to existing local conditions and to
provide the basis for intelligent future planning* Some
attention was given to the functional operation of the
programs rather than all statistical comparison* Instead
of comparing all obtained data with established standards,
the author attempted to determine how well the schools are
accomplishing the avowed purposes* It is tiie author's opin*
ion that in some situations it is more significant for ad-
ministrators to establish policies and procedi^^es on a
local functional basis, and to ascertain success in terms
of the degrees to which these goals are attained, than
merely to compare conditions in the local situation with
standards based principally on the law of averages. If the
avowed purposes of the program are adequate in meeting tbe
needs of children the plan appears highly comniendable*

SCOPE OF STUDY
The scope of this stud? was not Intended to be on
speolfie phases or aspects of the physical education pro-
gram, but rather the physical education program as a whole*
Twenty's Ix public high schools In twenty-one cities and
towns were Included* The factor of expense made It Impos-
sible to Include all the schools which would have embraced
all public high schools , all parochial high schools, and
all private high schools* This, In the opinion of the
author, would be a worthwhile, beneficial, and Interest-
ing study* Comparison of the three types of schools sta-
tistically and functionally could be made*
The enrollment of all the twenty-six (26) schools Is
17,985 boys and girls. The staffs consist of 952 teachers,
of which twenty-nine (29) men are full-time physical edu-
cation Instructors and three (3) men part-time Instructors;
twenty-eight (28) women full-time physical education In-
structors and four (4) women part-time Instructors.
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUKY
An analysis of the literature disclosed that no sur-
vey of the type utilized In this study has been carried
out In the state of Rhode Island; however, four such studies
were made In other states* There Is a research at the
present time going on In Rhode Island by one of the author »•

colleagues on Intramural Athletics*
A brief recapitulation of previous studies is as fol-
lows: C. 0» Jackson-^ in his survey of "The Status of Phy-
sical Education in the Accredited Secondary Schools of
Illinois", found the following
i
1« More than four-fifths of the schools re-
quired physical education of all students*
2m More than half listed a requirement of
eight semesters and gave credit*
3* The majority indicated two meetings a week
of their class*
4« More than one-third indicated forty min-
ute periods, exclusive of dressing and
showers*
5* Forty^five schools had periods of one
hour in length while twenty-one liad per-
iods of less than thirty minutes*
6* Forty per cent of the schools excused
their varsity athletes from the curricu-
lum in physical education*
7* More than half of the schools required
athletes to attend classes in physical
education after the season in which they
were competing, while a fourth excused
them the entire season*
8* Approximately half of the accredited
schools used a curriculum outline for
physical education*
9* Only fifteen per cent of more than one
thousand teachers of physical education
were members of either state or national
physical education associations*
10* The intramural program occupied a prom-
inent place in most schools*
11* The program of interscholastic sports
was the most outstanding, with surpri-
sing lack of emphasis on carry-over
sports such as tennis, golf, etc*
C* 0* Jackson, "The Status of Physical Education in
the Accredited Secondary Schools of Illinois", Research
Quarterly
.
March, 1938, p* 47*
e
12* There was a decided need for trained
teachere In the field of physical ed-
ucation. More than one-third of the
Instructors were listed as not meet-
ing the state requirements.
13« The Board of Education in approxi-
mately half of the schools appropri-
ated a maximum of f160 annually for
physical education*
W. J, Stewart, Jr.-*- in his summary and conclusion
states that there are opportunities for Improvement In the
program being carried on In the Boston schools, as shown
by comparison with standards, accepted and approved by
leaders In physical education*
In summary, the recommendations for the different
phases are as follows:
Facilities
1* That the city buy land If it is avail-
able In vicinity of the schools*
2* That auxiliary rooms be set aside for
use on rainy days*
3* That all schools provide showers for
the pupils*
4* That all schools maintain a suit and
towel system*
Personnel
1* Men Instructors teach physical educa-
tion to boys*
2* The use of a score card In evaluating
the qualifications of a physical
educator*
3* Addition of Instructors in schools of
lar^e numbers*
Program of Activities
I* Through the acquisition of suitable
Instructors, more time will be avail-
able to exploit the full benefits of
the program*
W. J* Stewart, Jr*, "Survey of Physical Education In
Boston Public Junior High Schools", (unpublished Master's
Thesis, Boston University, Eoaton, 1946), p* 35*

2m That activities' programs lead up to the
future need of the country.
Testing
1* That uhlle no testing program is used in the
Boston Junior Schools, the program described
\mder the section "Testing** be used by the
physical education department.
Medical Examination
!• That the results of the physical examina-
tion be printed on the Inside of a man!la
folder, and be used as a permanent record
holder for the pupils school life.
Safety Education
!• That the Safety Education Program be in-
tensified*
2m That adequate instructors teach the safe-
ty subjects*
In the study of John E* Codwell^ concerning "The Statu*
of Physical Education for Boys in the State Accredited Class
A Higlh Schools for Hegros in Texas", the result wast
1* There were four of the schools with no re-
quired program of physical education*
2* More than half of the physical edi:ication
teachers were poorly trained for the work*
3* Fifty-five per cent of the physical educa*
tlon teachers in the schools studied did
not even meet the minor requirements*
4* In about half the schools the physical ed-
ucation classes should be reduced*
5* Much improvement Is needed in these school
programs in regard to methods of marking*
6* There is an urgent need in the schools for
improvement of provisions for restrictive
and corrective physical education*
Leon 0* Dalbe found in *A Physical Education Survey
of the Worcester, Mass*, Public Secondary Schools", the fol-»
lowing s
1 J. E* Codwell, "The Status of Physical Education for
Boys in the State Accredited Class A High Schools for
Negros in Texas", Research Quarterly , May 1939, p* 116*
2 L* 0* Dalbeck, "A Physical Education Survey of the
Worcester, Massachusetts, Public Secondary Schools", (unpub-
lished Master's Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1946),
p* 37*
ce
1* Schools Bcoring highest in Instructional
Staff were those with teachers having
majored in physical education*
2* Schools scoring less than 75 per cent
of the possible 600 points were those
with teachers having failed to major in
the field.
3* A large percentage of the personnel
scored high in Length of Teaching Exper-
ience and Physical Fitness of Instruc-
tors*
4* In Facilities, a range from practically
zero for a high school which has no
gymnasium or other facilities for phys-
ical education to schools having both
boys* and girls' being credited with
almost 500 of a possible 400 points*
5* Ho public school in Worcester has within
its walls a swimming pool*
6* Two of the high schools have single
gymnasiiams which are used by the boys
and girls on alternate days*
7* One senior and two junior high schools
have gymnasiums for both boys and girls*
8* All schools lost 45 points each because
every pupil is not in physical education
60 minutes daily*
9* Depending upon each high school's facil-
ities, credit is given for physical edu-
cation and physical education is required
in various degrees for graduation in
these schools*
10* The junior high schools scored 75 of a
possible 150 points due to their pro-
gram of intramurals In three sports*
11* The Interscholastic Athletic Prograjn
was by far better in the schools*
12* All schools lack outdoor facilities with
the exception of the two junior high
schools*

CHAPTER II
METHOD OF PROCEDURE
The data for the study were obtained from two main
aourcea* In order to secure valid Information concerning
the research the author used the questionnaire and Inter*-
lew technique* With written permission^ from the State
Department of Education and the Health and Physical Educa-
tion Consultant, excellent co-operation was rendered from
each school Included In the survey*
The questionnaire'*^ was presented personally by the
author to the authorized person In the physical education
department of each school* The purpose for this was to
have personal contact with the Individual filling out the
questionnaire and rendering help In answering any question
or questions which were not totally clear* In addition to
personally Interviewing the head of the physical education
department In each school, personal observation of the fac-
ilities and equipment available was made* This consisted
of Inspecting the gymnasliim, locker rooms, team rooms,
shower facilities, athletic fields, and play areas* In the
event the department employed more than one Instructor the
« See Appendix, p* 54
« See Appendix, p* 50

questionnaire was answered by the head of the department*
In hoth the hoys* and girls' departioant ttie procedure was
Identical. A return from one hundred per cent (lOOJ^) of
the schools was collected by the author*
Another instrument used was that of the score card
developed by Blair**- to determine to what extent the facil-
ities that are provided for the physical education program
in the senior high schools conform to the standards that
are generally recognized by educators as being necessary
to carry out an adequate physical education program. The
score card« consists of a tabular outline arranged in three
major divisions and given numerical value of 1000# The
order of arrangement and grouping of the major divisions
with their value are as follows: I* Departmental Offices
with a total of 110 points* This includes the directors*
office and the Examination room* II* Gymnasium Facili-
ties totaling 565 points* Under this heading are grouped
(1) O^mnasium rooms^ (a) ntimber (b) location (c) size and
height (d) light (e) walls (f) floors; (2) Bleacher space
|
(3) Corrective room; (4) Apparatus and Storage room* III*
Service Facilities with a total of 525 points. This in-
cludes (1) Dressing rooms^ (2) Shower rooms, (5) Team room,
(4) Sanitary features, (5) Towel and Suit facilities, and
^ H* Blair, Physical Education Facilities for the Modem
Junior and Hip;h School . A. S. Barnes & Co*« Hew York. 1958,
p* 61*
^ See Appendix, p* 40*

(6) Drying room and Athletlo clothing*
For praotlo&l purposes of convenience and simplicity
the results of the data are divided into three groups ac-
cording to the school enrollment of boys as ^ven In the
Rhode Island Interscholastlc Sports League* These three
groups are<
Class A 400 and above
Class B 200 to 400
Class C 200 and less
c4
15
CHAPTER III
1^ ANALYSIS OP DATA
There are 952 teachers employed In the pnhllc high
schools of Rhode Island with an enrollment of 17^985 boys
and girls. Sixty-four men and women are In the physical
education department, which Is an average of 2.46 teachers
per school, the majority of whom have majored In the field.
As obviously would be expected the larger city schools are
very well staffed; some of them, two In particular, having
seven and eight physical education teacbsrs respectively.
The smaller rural schools are definitely understaffed, some
having but one instructor for both boys and girls.
All persons agree that sound education favors locating
the playground for students in close proximity to the
school. The data shows that in many cases the outdoor play-
ing areas are much too small to provide adequately for phy-
sical activities. Of the total ntmiber of schools (26) in-
cluded in the suirvey, twenty-three per cent report having
enough play area for their local situation, exclusive of
the athletic fields. Only twelve per cent of the schools
have in excess of ten acres of play space on the school
fields on separate sites. Thirty-one per cent report that
site. Sixty-five per cent have playgrounds and athletic
ii

they have acoess to tennis courts*
Without either indoor or outdoor space it Is practi-
cally impossible for a school to maintain a desirable pro-
gram of physical education* The school gymnasia were re*
ported as follows: separate gymnasia for boys and girls^
fifteen per centj one gymnasium for both boys and girls,
fifty-four per cent| combination auditorium-gymnasium for
both boys and girls, four per cent| eight per cent of the
schools are assigned to one gymnasium; a lack of gymnasia
have hindered greatly the physical education programs in
the other nineteen per cent of the schools investigated*
The data also indicates that fifteen per cent of the schools
have a swinsning pool*
An analysis of the score card-i^ which pertains to facil*
ities inside of gymnasium reveals the following for Class
A schools: Departmental Offices » possible 110 points,
range from 10 to 100 points with a mean of 49 points > gym-
nasium Facilities , possible 565 points, range from 195 to
490 points with a mean of 347 points | Service Facilities «
possible 325 points, range from 40 to 325 points with a
sean of 213 points* The possible maximum score for each
school was 1000 points* The range of total points was from
245 to 915 points wltdi a mean of 613*
For the Class B schools: Departmental Offices, possible
« See Appendix, p* 4o
€
110 points, range from 15 to 90 points with a mean of 50
points) gymnasium Facilities , possilDle 565 points, range
from 185 to 395 points with a mean of 290 points; Service
Facilities , possible 525 points, range from 80 to 525 points
with a mean of 225 points* The possible maximum score for
each school was 1000 points* The range of total points was
from 290 to 810 points with a mean of 562
•
For the Class C schools: Departmental Offices
,
possible
110 points, range from 0 to 90 points with a mean of 19
points; Gymnasium Facilities , possible 565 points, range
from 0 to 370 points with a mean of 136 points; Service
Facilities, possible 325 points, range from 0 to 310 points
with a mean of 94* The possible maximum score for each
school was 1000 points* The range of total points was from
0 to 750 points with a mean of 258 points*
The obvious reason for extremely low scores in the C
classification is due to the fact that fifty per cent of th9
schools have no gymnasia*
It may be noted that in the schools which have gymnasia
34*6 per cent are deprived from receiving a better score be*
cause of inadequate oonstruction of the physical education
buildings* The most significant evidence of inadequate pro*
visions is the neglect of providing sufficient space for th#
directors* offices, corrective rooms, apparatus and storage
rooms* Other factors which also caused low scores are
t
location of gymnasia, dressing rooms, shower rooms, sani-
tary features, and towel facilities.
The amount and variety of equipment needed depends
upon the type of program offered In each local situation
and the number of students enrolled In each school* A
check llst'i^ of suggested equipment and supplies for high
school gymnasia reveals that all schools with a physical
education program have sufficient quantity of balls, bats,
nets, and other play equipment* Each school also has suf-
ficient parallel bars, horizontal bars, stall bars, flying
rings, climbing ropes, and mats*
Seventy-seven per cent of the schools required physical
education for boys whereas twenty-three per cent did not.
Eighty-one per cent required It for girls and nineteen per
cent did not* Twenty-two per cent required physical educa-
tion four years both boys and girls; forty-seven per cent re-
quired It three years for boys and fifty-one per cent re-
quired It the same number of years for girls; eight per cent
required It only one year for both boys and girls* The num*
ber of weekly meetings were as follows for boys: fifteen per
cent of the schools, four times; thirty-one per cent of the
schools, three times; twenty-three per cent of the schools,
twice; eight per cent of the schools, once* For girls
t
four per cent of the schools, four times; thirty-one per cent
of the schools, three times; thirty-one per cent of the
See Appendix, p* 53*

schools, twice I and fifteen per cent of the schools , once.
Length of each physical education class was as follows for
boysx forty-five minutes, twenty-three per cent of the
schools; forty minutes, eight per cent of the schools; thir-
ty-five minutes, twenty-seven per cent of the schools; thir-
ty minutes, fifteen per cent of the schools; twenty-five
minutes, four per cent of the schools; for girls: forty-
five minutes, twelve per cent of the schools; forty minutes,
fifteen per cent of the schools; thirty-five minutes, thirty-
five per cent of the schools; thirty minutes, nineteen per
cent of the schools* (Table I)
TABLE I
OROAHIZATION OP THE CURHICULUM IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Class
of
Schools
Phys. Ed*
Req*
No. of Yrs.
Req.
No. of Wkly.
Meetinf?:8
Length in Minutes
of each Period
Yes No 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 45 40 35 30 25
J
A
Boys
Oirls
B
Boys
airls
C
Boys
Qirls
r
7
7
8 1
9
5 5
5 5
15 115 1
16 117 1
4 1
4 1
3 12 1
3 2 2
15 215 3
2 2 1
3 2
2 12 1113 2 1
114 215 3
3 11
2 2 1
Total
Boys
Oirls
20 6
21 5
6 12 2
6 15 2
4 8 6 218 8 4 6 2 7 4 13 4 9 6
Eighty-five per cent of the schools are offering
credit which counts toward graduation for hoys and eighty-
c
one per cent for girls* The majority of the schools allow
one unit* Eight per cent allow two units, one for actlvl-
ties and one for swimming, for both boys and girls. Sixty-
five per cent of the schools excuse athletes during the
season in which they participate in interscholastlc sports,
while thirty-five per cent do not* Approximately sixty-fivt
per cent of the schools report using a course of study in
physical education which was developed for their particular
need, whereas approximately thirtyfive per cent did not*
(Table II)
TABLE II
SCHOOL POLICIES ON CREDITS, ATHLETES EXCUSED,
AND COURSE OP STUDY
j
Class
of
Schools
1
—
Credits
Yes No
Units
2 1 Less
Athletes Excused
After During
Yes No Season Season
Course of
Study
Yes No
A
Boys
airls
B
Boys
airls
1
^
Boys
1 Oirls
6 1
6 1
6 2
7 2
5
4 1
15 115 1
1 7
1 8
5
4
4 3 4
7
5 3 5
9
4 1 4
5
5 2
6 1
5 5
4 3
4 X
3 2
Total
Boys
Girls
17 3
17 4
2 17 1
2 17 1
13 7 13
21
12 8
13 8
Seventy-five per cent of the schools do not require a
physical examination of either boys or girls, while twenty-
five per cent report it required* Of the schools reporting

81
a physical examination required, many administrators frank- ;
ly admit that they are far from being thorough. In all of
those schools requiring a physical examination, the stu-
dents are examined by a doctor or a nurse* Health Is being
taught as part of the health and physical education program
in only nineteen per cent of the schools for boys and eight
per cent for girls* In most schools a member of the health
|
and physical education department carries out the instruc-
tion* In eighty per cent of the schools showers are com-
pulsory for boys, while about seventy-one per cent require
them for girls* The remainder of the schools have no show-
er facilities* Approximately sixty per cent have a towel
system which Includes furnishing and laundering the towels*
(Table III)
TABLE III
SCHOOL POLICIES OH HEALTH
Class
of
Schools
Physical
Exam.
Required
By Whom
Examined
Is
Health
Taught
Compulsory
Showers
Towel
System
yes Ho Dr* Hurse Both Yes Ho Yes No Yes No
A
Boys
Girls
B
Boys
Girls
C
Boys
Girls
2 5
2 5
3 5
5 6
6
5
1 1
1 1
5
3
3 4
2 6
8
9
2 3
3
6 1
6 1
7 1
7 2
3 2
2 3
6 1
6 1
5 3
5 4
1 4
1 4
,
Total
Boys
' Girls
5 16
5 16
4 1
4 1
5 15
2 19
16 4
15 6
12 3
12 9
V
An analysis of the data pertaining to grading reveals
that seventy-three per cent of the schools for hoys and sev-
enty-seven per cent of the schools for girls grant marks fop
those participating in physical education, whereas twenty-
seven per cent of the schools for hoys and twenty^three per
cent of the schools for girls did not grant marks. The use
of letter grades A to P is the most popular, forty-two per
cent for hoys and fifty per cent for girls, while thirty-one
per cent of the schools for hoys and twenty-seven per cent
for girls use the Satisfactory and Unsatisfactory or Pass or
Pail system* Fifty per cent of the schools for hoys and
fifty-four per cent of the schools for girls grade the stu-
dents in physical education at the same time as the academic
subjects, i^ile nineteen per cent give grades at the end of
TABLE IV
SCHOOL POLICIES ON MARKINQ
Class
of
Schools
Graded
in
Phys.Ed*
When do you Grade What system do
YOU use
Tes No
Evejry End Same as
9 wks* Sem* Acad*
Fail or Sat* or Same as
Pass Unsat* Academic
A
Boys
Girls
B
Boys
Girls
6
Boys
•Girls
7
7
7 1
8 1
5
5
1 6
X 6
S 4
4 4115
1 4
5 2 2
2 2 312 412 6
6
Total
II
Boys
" Girls
19 1
20 1
1 5 13
1 5 14
4 4 11
3 4 13
4
each aemcstcr (twice per year), for both boys and glrla.
Only four per cent grade at the end of every nine weeks for
both* (Table IV, p* 22) None of the schools use standard-
ized tests for the purpose of grading. All the schools use
attendance, attitude, achievement, and the costume or uni-
form requirement to determine the grades*
Many schools having a physical education program par-
ticipate In a wide variety of Indoor activities as Table V
Indicates* On the other hand Table VI shows that relatively
few schools have outdoor activities due to the lack of fac-
ilities* One hundred per cent of the schools having physical
education programs participate In Interscholastlc sports for
boys, while no schools have Interscholastlc sports for girls*
Only fifty per cent have Intramural programs for boys, whllt
thirty-one per cent have It for girls.
The number In each physical education class In all
schools having a physical education program for boys range
from 12 to 130 with a mean of 42.2, whereas for girls the
range Is from 12 to 93 with a mean of 39*9*
Due to Inadequate facilities and lack of time It was
foxmd Impossible for any of the schools having a physical
education progrsun to have a corrective program*
It may be noted that the majority of schools (alxty-
flve per cent) having physical education were not satis-
fied with either the boys or girls present program*
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The data In this study reveal that the programs of
physical education In the (26) public high schools of Rhode
Island which were surveyed, while deserving commendation In
certain respects, need Improvement*
STAFF There are sixty-four teachers employed In the
field of health and physical education In the public high
schools of Rhode Island, the majority of whom have majored
In the field. This Is an average of 2.46 teachers for
each school* The observation of the program in each school
Indicates that the larger city schools have sufficient num-
ber of adequately prepared Instructors to carry on a well
directed physical education program* However, In tho
smaller rural schools there Is evidence of the need for
more Instructors* The success of any enterprise Involving
human relationships depends largely upon wise direction,
and the program of physical education requires competent
professional leadership* No school can be greater than Its
staff, nor can a program advance beyond the vision of those
who administer It; the program must rely upon the staff to
put It Into efficient operation*
OUTDOOR FACILITIES For practical purposes, the space
I
reaervod for physical education ahould bo adequate to pro-
vide for the participation of pupils In physical education
classes, intramural athletics and interscholastlc athletics^
and should adjoin or be in close proximity to the school
building* Of the total number of schools included in the
survey, twenty-three per cent report having enough play
area for their local situation* Twelve per cent of the
schools have in excess of ten acres of play space on the
school site* It is evident that physical educatlox^ needs
were not considered seriously when school properties were
acquired* The majority of schools have playgrounds and
athletic fields on separate sites, which are at a distance
too great to be of any value to the physical education
classes* The location of athletic fields and playgroimds
away from the building again represents inadequate atten-
tion to the details of initial school planning*
ISDOOR FACILITIES A lack Of suitable facilities has
hindered greatly the physical education programs in the
schools investigated* Nineteen per cent of the schools in
the study have no gymnasia. Only fifteen per cent of the
schools report having a swimming pool* Of the eighty-one
per cent having gymnasia or access to one an analysis of
the score card reveals inadequacy of the planning and con-
struction of buildings to house the program*

EQUIPMENT Physical oducators have agreed that with-
out a reasonable amount of equipment as well as sufficient
Indoor and outdoor space it is practically impossible to
maintain a desirable program of physical education. How-
ever^ all schools in the study show a moderate amount of
equipment in excellent condition* In this respect the
public high schools of Rhode Island have adhered to poli-
cies of physical educators.
PHYSICAL EDUCATIOK Nineteen per cent of the public
high schools have no required programs of physical educa-
tion* The first apparent need^ therefore, in the schools
of this study seems to be the unanimous inclusion of re-
quired courses of physical education* It appears that high
schools at leasty should conform to this state requirement*
The data indicates that in too many schools the size
of the physical education classes are much too large to
carry on an efficient program* Classes in approximately
half of the schools with required programs should be re-
duced and definite limitations much less than the present
number be established* Class size in physical education
should approximate the number established for academic
subjects* Why the number of students assigned to physical
education classes often exceed the enrollment in academic
classes is difficult to explain* It seems reasonable to

assume that the more the sizes of these physical education
classes conform to proposed standards the more efficient
teaching should result, other things being equal.
The number of times per week that physical education
classes meet tends to three meetings, however, a variation
from one time a week to four times a week does exist, and
the majority of the schools lean toward forty-five and
thirty-five minute class periods. Unfortunately the time
required by the state physical education law Is totally
Inadequate for a well-balanced program* (See page 5) Phy-
sical education leaders believe that approximately an hour
a day would be a desirable allotment of time, but few
schools ever realize this Ideal* Practically all adminis-
trators of the schools Included In the survey agree that
with more time allotment a better and more elastic program
could be developed*
HEALTH EDUCATIOH In the health education field, only
nineteen per cent of the schools teach It as part of the
health and physical education program with a member of the
department. In most cases, giving the Instruction* The
fundamental purpose of health instruction is to equip the
student with soifficlent knowledge about health, favorable
attitudes toward health, and worthy Ideals of health to
establish habits that yi±1X lead to a more stable life, phy-
sically, mentally and emotionally* Again, insufficient time

la evidence of an Inadequate program.
Properly constructed and wisely administered shower
rooms provide one of the best laboratories for Inculcating
certain health practices of personal cleanliness. By unan-
imous agreement the shower bath after exercise constitutes
|
an Integral part of the physical education period. Approx-
Imately eighty per cent of the schools make It compulsory
for all students to take a shower after participating In
a physical education class, while the other twenty per cent
have no facilities. Of these schools approximately sixty
per cent have a towel system, which Includes furnishing
and laundering the towels*
GRADES The data, pertaining to grading, reveals that
much Improvement Is needed In these school programs In re-
gard to methods of marking. If one of the primary purposes
of the physical education program Is learning activity
skills then It seems certain that the degree to which one
attains this knowledge should be a major factor in grading
students. Regularity of attendance, costumes and uniforms^
and other factors have their places In computing grades,
but they should not be considered solely or preferably to
the exclusion of the factor of achievement in skills and
knowledge. There seems therefore, to be a definite need in
these schools for more emphasis on acquiring knowledge and

efficiency In skills as a method of narking. At the pres-
ent time there Is no testing done in any of the schools*
CORRECTIVE WORK An Interpretation of the data on
physical education opportTinlties for handicapped children
Indicates that no schools offer provisions for restrictive
and corrective physical education. It seems that another
urgent need in the schools of this study is Improvement
in this phase of the physical education program. With
practically all of the school systems providing school phy^
slcians and nurses, it appears that a part of ttie problem
has heen solved* It is now up to the school administrators
8uid physical education directors to provide the additional
requisites, such as adequately trained teachers, special
classrooms, and other essential facilities* If physical
education is to render its hest service It must provide
opportunities for every pupil irrespective of his physical
status*
EXTRA-CURRIGUIAR ACTIVITY While it was not the pur-
pose of this study to survey the program of extra-curricular
sports^ two questions concerning this program were included
in order to secure a more vivid picture of the situation
in the schools*
As would be expected, basketball is by far the most
popular intramural sport judging by the number of schools
c
"•hlch Indicate It as part of their out-of- school program.
In close succession are softhall, touch football, volley
ball, soccer and track* Tennis appears to be a popular
sport in the few schools which have available facilities,
and swimming although a splendid activity, is found only
in the larger city schools* This, of course, is because
the expense connected with the construction and mainten-
ance of swimming pools prohibits installation in very few
schools* The data also indicates that more attention
should be given to the inclusion of some "carry-over" ac-
tivities* It is believed, however, that with the securing
of facilities for these activities, their appearance in
the required program will be a natural sequence*
A program of interscholastic athletics has been de-
veloped in all the schools included in the study with em-
phasis on football, basketball, baseball, and track* Such
a finding may be attributed to the following reasons:
first. Interscholas tic participation, due to its highly
competitive nature, has attracted more interest both from
the administration and the students than the required pro-
gram of physical education; second, the lack of or defi-
ciency in the required physical education program has prob-
ably created an added emphasis in interscholastic athletics)
third, facilities and equipment are more available for both

typ«t of athletic work than for the required program.
PROORAM Baaed on the answers to the question—"Are
you well pleased with the physical education program now
offered?"—it is apparent that many Improvements are
needed* Approximately sixty-five per cent responded in
the negative to this question* Listed below are some of
the suggestions for improvement offered by the physical
education instructors:
1* More meeting periods with more time allocated per
week*
2* Separate gymnasia for boys and girls*
3* More and better facilities*
4* Required health courses with credit toward grad**
uation*
5* Qualified teacher to instruct health*
6* More instructors with a minimum of at least two,
one for girls and one for boys*
7* Acquisition of additional outdoor playgrounds*
8* Playgrounds nearer to the schools*
9* An extensive intramural program*
10* A good state course of study in physical education*
11* An adequate physical examination for every one
participating In physical education at least once a year*
12* More space necessary for girls in order to include

modem dancing*
13* A speoial nurse^ especially to be present while
girls are participating in physical education, with a modem
rest room*
14* More available space and special equipment for
corrective work*
15* A specialized teacher employed to conduct special
classes for handicapped children*
16* Build modem gymnasia to replace the out-moded in-
adequate ones*
17* Build modem locker rooms and shower rooms*
18* Permission to revise the physical education program
to meet the needs of the local situation*
19* Available facilities and equipment to carry on a
well rounded program of carry-over activities*
20* Reducing the number of students participating in
each physical education class by having physical education
five times a week*
RECOMMEIJDATIONS
As a result of this survey the writer submits the
following recommendations for improving the physical edu-
cation programs in the public high schools of Rhode Islandt
1* School committee members and administrators should
make every effort to have modem gymnasia built for each
1I
public high school*
2* A vigorous effort should be made to purchase play-
fields near the schools in order that they may be available
for the physical education classes*
3* In every Instance^ the out*moded gymnasia should
be remodeled to provide for both present and future devel-
opment and expansion of the physical education program*
4* Provisions should be made for a State Director of
Health and Physical Education to work in conjunction with
local physical educators In developing a well balanced
program suitable for each school in the state*
5* Every school should be provided with professional
Instructors, women for girls and men for boys*
6* Athletic coaches and other teachers untrained In
physical education, who are assisting In physical education
programs, should be given training in physical education
through an in-service training program*
7* Plans should be made to lengthen the class periods
to one hour, even if it means a longer school day* The
matter of time allotment is of great importance because no
program of activities can operate successfully unless a
proper amount of time is allotted to it*
8* Development of a health program in all schools
with emphasis on health service, healthful school living.
cc
and health instruction should be made* Desirable knovl->
edge, habits, and attitudes about health for the purpose
of Improving the health conditions of the pupils and of
their environment should be promoted.
9* The development of adapted programs with spec->
ialized teachers for individuals not vigorous enough to
engage in strenuous activities or with handicaps of f\mc-
tion that prevent full participation should be provided.
10* Tests for grading purposes should be developed*
The grading system should be as simple as possible, but it
should be so stated as to motivate interest in Improvement
rather than as a penalty*
11* A well rounded intramural program should be de-
veloped with the inclusion of carry-over activities* The
shift in educational philosophy from formal discipline to
pupil needs and interests provide new sanctions for ath-
letics*
12* A strong appeal to the State Legislature and the
State Department of Education by the physical educators
should be made to revise the state physical education law,
to one which would provide for adequate allotment of time
in physical education for an adequate program*
13* It is recommended that in all new secondary
school plans a swimming pool be Included*

14* Last but not least, should be the construction
of a state course of study for physical education* The
various comndtteds of physical education teachers should
be nominated by the director of health and physical educa-
tion, and appointed by the principal or superintendent of
schools* Appointment of a temporary chairman in the begin-
ning oftentimes avoids inefficient delay* There should be
regular meetings of the committees and also called meetings
as needs arise* Assignments to the various committees
should be at first small, well defined, and thoroughly
coordinated in the whole plan* The following twelve steps
from Williams and Brownell^ indicate how the committee may
proceed:
Step I* Determination of Philosophy*
Step II* Interpretation of the Philos-
ophy Selected*
Step III* Determination of Objectives*
Step IV* Allocation of Objectives Ac-
cording to Grade Placement*
Step V* Determination of Content and
Activities*
Step VI* Allocation of Content and
Activities According to
Grade Placement*
Step VII. Association of Specific Ob-
jective with Specific Content
and Activities*
Step VIII* Preparation of Preliminary
Course of Study Units.
Step IX* Experimental Use of Prelimin-
ary CouiNie of Study Units*
1 J. F. Williams and C. L* Brownell, The Admini stra-
tion of Health and Physical Education . W* B* Saunders Co.,
t>hiladelphia and London, 1947, p. 245
c
step X. Revision of Course of Study
Units.
Step XI. Editing and Printing tiae
Course of Study Units.
Step XII. Revision of the Course of
Study.
c
APPEHDIX
COPIES OP SCORE CARD, QUESTlOHHAIRE, AND LETTERS
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SCORE CARD FOR PHYSICAL ErUCATION FACILITIES
Levels 1
%• DEPARTMENTAL OFFICES
1, Physical Director's Offices
(a; Boys* Activities 90
1« First level—A small well
lighted room about 10 feet by
12 feetf conveniently located
for supervision of athletic
fleld^ gymnasium, and locker
room* Equipped with private
shower, toilet and closet* 30
&• Second level—Inferior to (a)
in one respect* Either per«
mlts view of hut one activity,
or lacks service equipment, or
Is markedly larger or smaller
than 10 feet by 12 feet, or
lacks adequate outside window
area* 25
8* Ihlrd level—-Inferior to (a) In
two essential respects: Loca-
tion, or size, or service fea-
tures, or light* 20
4* Fourth level—Inferior to (a)
In three essential respects* 10
5* Fifth level—Any place to put
a desk without regard to the
convenience or work of the
physical director* 6
(b) Olrls* Activities 50
1* First level--A small well
lighted room about 10 feet by
12 feet, conveniently located
for supervision of athletic
field, gymnasium, and locker
room* Equipped with private
shower, toilet and closet* 30
2* Second level—Inferior to (a)
in one respect, either permits
view of but one activity, or
laeks service equipment, or is
markedly larger or smaller than
10 feet by 12 feet or lacks ad-
equate outside window area* 25
110
60
1 Blair, Physical Education Facilities for the Modern
Junior and High School
. A* S* Barnes & Co*. New York, 1938.
pp* 61-67.

3. Third level—Inferior to (a) Levels
In two respeete, easentlally:
location, or size, or service
features, or lleht. 20
4* Fourth level—Inferior to (a)
in three essential respects* 10
5* Fifth level--Any place to put
a desk without regard to the
convenience or work of the
physical director. 5
Examination Room
(a) Boys» Activities
!• First level—Size ahout 12 feet
by 20 feet in direct connection
with the physical director's
office and locker room, 20 per
cent light* 25
2« Second level—Inferior to (a) in
one essential respect* Slther
as to location, or size or light* 20
5* Third level—Inferior to (a) in
two essential respects* 15
4* Fourth level—An enlarged, poorly
lighted closet space located
without regard to the needs of
the physical education department,
or convenience of the director* 6
(b) 01rls« Activities
1* First level—Size about 12 feet
by 20 feet, in direct connection
with the physical director's of-
fice and locker room* Outside
window area equal to 20 per cent
of floor area* 25
2* Second level—Inferior to (a) in
one essential respect* Either as
to location, or size, or li^t* 20
3* Third level—Inferior to (a) in
two essential respects* 15
4* Fourth level—An enlarged, poorly
lighted closet space located with*
out regard to the needs of the
physical education department, or
convenience of the director* 5
5* Fifth level--Any space large
enough for a cot* No dressing
room or service facilities*
c
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ZI* aYMNASIUM FACILITIES 565
!• OToinasium Rooms 350
(a) Number 85
1« Pint l»vel--Two gymnaslumB for
a total enrollment of not more
than 700* 85
2« Second level—One gymnasium for
each 500 pupils enrolled* 70
3* Third level— One gymnasium for
each 700 pupils enrolled* 60
4* Fourth level—One gymnasium in
schools enrolling less than a
thousand pupils* 40
5* Fifth level--One gymnasium in
schools enrolling a thousand or
more pupils* 25
(b) Location of Opmasium 60
1* First level—Oround floor at, or
above, grade elevation; separate
unit or wing I south exposure at
a point which permits of close
correlation of work on athletic
field with the use of the gymna**
slum* 60
2* Second level—Integral part of
main building with one long side
of gymnasium against some other
part of the building, otherwise
as in (a) 50
3« Third level—So located that
light is inadequate; either less
than 20 per cent, or from sky-
lights, or from ends rather than
long axis* 30
4* Fourth level—Stage of the audi-
torium, or auditorium gymnasium,
or under auditorium* In any case
so located as to have at least 10
per cent of window area compared
to floor area* 20
69 Fifth level—Hole in the ground
\mder the auditorium or class
rooms; less than 10 per cent light*10
(e) Size and Height of gymnasium 75
1* First level—Sixty by ninety feet
with height of 20 to 24 feet under
all beams and trestles* 75
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£• Second level—50 by 80 feet with
height of 20 to 22 feet imder
all beams and trestles* 65
5. Third level—45 feet by 70 by
18 to 20 feet. 50
4« Fourth level—40 feet by 60 feet
by 18 feet* 30
5« Fifth level—Narrower, shorter
or lower than 40 by 60 by 18*
The score for size and height
should be reduced 2 points for
each foot in width less than 40;
2 points for each foot in length
less than 60, and 2 points for
each foot in height less than 18*
(d) Light for dyninasium 50
1* First level*-Two long sides of
the gymnasium exposed to light
and air* Window area over 25 per
cent of floor area* No skylights* 50
2f Second level*>20 per cent or more
of window area, but from one long
axis only* 40
5* Third level—20 per cent window
area, but from side and ends or
overhead skylights* 30
4* Fourth level—Under 20 per cent
window area but over 10^* 20
5* Fifth level—Less than lOJ^ win-
dow area* 10
(•) Walls 25
1* First level— Anything you can
walk makes a good wall surface*"
Olased brick or oak wainscot,
with soft brick or sound absorb-
ing plaster for the upper part
of the wall* 25
2* Second level—Glazed brick, or
tile or smooth face brick walls* 20
5* Third level—Common brick wall
throughout without wainscot* 15
4* Fourth level—Cement plaster
wainscot with sandfinished plas-
ter above* 10
5* Fifth level—Unsurfaced concrete
or concrete block* Sliding
doors* 6
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LsTels 1 2 S
(f) Floors 55
1* First level—larrow width tongue
and groove hard maple over diag-
onally laid hard pine on sleepers
with noise reducing material be-
tween the floors* Provision made
on all walls and door openings
for wide expansion joint to pre-
vent buckling* 55
2* Second level—Wood blocks on end
for upper floor, otherwise as in
(a). 45
3* Third level—Either maple strip
or wood block with under floor,
but without angle iron covered
expansion joint at wall* 40
4* Fourth level—Wood blocks on end
laid directly upon concrete with-
out under floor on sleepers* 30
5* Fifth level—Maatic, or linole-
um, laid directly upon the con-
crete* 15
2* Bleacher Space 40
!• First level—Seating arrangements
for half or less of student body
on lifting tiers of seats placed
on the two long sides of the gym-
nasium* 40
2* Second level—Same as in (a) but
removable bleachers to be placed
on the floor when needed* 30
3* Third level—Permanent non-lift-
ing bleachers starting at floor
level for half the student body* 20
4* Fourth level—Galleries for spec-
tators with front wall eight or
more feet above floor level* 15
5* Fifth level—Gallery or perma-
nent bleacher area equal to or
greater than playing area* 10
3* Corrective Room 125
1* First level—Approximately 25
feet by 50 feet; adequately
lighted (at least 20%) and lo-
cated In direct connection with
the examination room* 125
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2« Second level—Approximately 20
to 30 feet with adequate heat,
light and ventilation; located
as part of the physical eduea*
tion unit. 100
S* Third level--Regular class room
used jointly for health educa-
tion and correction* Sxtra stor-
age space for equipment* 60
4* Fourth level—End of main gymna-
sium fitted with stall bars,
benches, plinths, mats, etc* 40
5* Fifth level—Any odd shaped,
poorly lighted space, large enough
for some corrective activities* 20
Levels 12 5
4. Apparatus and Storage Room
1* First level—Adjoining each gymna-
sium on same floor level with
double door opening for piano-
mats, apparatus* Approximately
200 square feet; outside windows*
Separate provision for storing
portable bleachers*
2* Second level—As in (a) except
bleachers are stored with ap-
paratus*
3* Third level—Storage room located
on different level from that of
gymnasiiam floor, or separate from
it by passageway or corridor*
4* Fourth level—Only storage space
under overhanging gallery*
5* Fifth level—Room 10 feet by 10
feet or less* Too small for
large apparatus or seat storage*
50
50
40
20
15
III*
1«
SERVICE FACILITIES
Dressing Rooms
(a) Boys' Activities
1* First level—Area of 20 square feet
dressing and locker space per pu-
pil in largest class. Adjoining
gymnasium; width not more than
twice celling height; 20^ window
area; non-slip tile floor; glazed
brick tile, or smooth face brick
walls; readily accessible from
athletic field* 50
325
100
60
<
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Level*
2. Second level—Inferior to (a)
in one essential respect* Either
as to location (up or down
stairs), or as to area per pu-
pil, or per cent of window area,
or type of walls or floors* 40
3. Third level—Inferior to (a) in
two essential respects; Loca*
tion, or area, or light, or
finish. 50
4* Fourth level—Inferior to (a) in
three essential respects, 15
5« Fifth level—Leas than 10
feet per pupil, less than
12 8
square
10%
window area and inconvenient
location*
(to) Qlrls» Activities
1« First level—Area of 20 square
feet dressing and locker space
per pupil in largest class. Ad-
joining gymnasium; width not more
than twice ceiling height? 20J^
window area; non-slip tile floor;
glazed brick tile, or smooth face
brick walls, readily accessible
from athletic field.
2. Second level—Inferior to (a) in
one essential respect. Either
as to location (up or down stairs)
or as to area per pupil, or per
cent of window area, or type of
walls or floors.
3. Third level—Inferior to
two essential respects:
tion, or area, or light,
finish.
4. Fourth level--Inferior to (a) in
three essential respects.
5. Fifth level—Less than 10
feet per pupil, less than
60
(a) in
loea-
or
square
10%
40
30
15
50
window area and
cation.
inconvenient lo-
2. Shower Rooms
(a) Boys* Activities
1. First level—Adjacent to locker
room, easy of access from gymna-
sium, swimming pool and athletic
field, separate from but adjoining
100
50
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looker room through a drying
room J 14 aq. ft. of floor area
for each shower head# One
shoulder height shower for each
four boys in largest class*
Non-slip tile floor and inarhle
or tile walls, 20f window area,
copper covered frame and sash*
Adequate ventilation and drain-
age* 50
2m Second level—-Inferior to (a) in
one essential respect. Either
as to location, or lack of dry-
ing, or inadequate size, or show-
ers, or light* 40
3* Third level—Inferior to (a) in
two essential respects: loca-
tion, or drying room, or size,
or showers, or light* 25
4* Fourth level—Inferior to (a) in
three essential respects* 16
5* More than ten boys for each
shower* S
(b) Oirls» Activities
1* First level—Easy of access from
gymnasium, swimming pool and
athletic field* Separate dress-
ing booth and shower for each girl
In the largest class* Shoulder
high showers arranged in rows
under control of instmactor with
exhaust hoods above each double
row of showers* Non-slip tile
floors, marble partition walls, 20%
window area, copper covered frame
and sash* Adequate heat, ventil-
ation and drainage* 50
2* Second level—Arranged as in (a)
except that one shower is placed
between each two dressing rooms* 40
3* Third level—Same arrangement as
first level for boys* 40
4* Fourth level—Three or four dress-
ing rooms for each shower head*
A minimum of one shower for each
six girls in largest class* Con-
venience of use, area per pupil,
percentage of light, sanitation
sacrificed through economy of
poor planning* 20
12 3
60
i
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Levels 1 S 3
6* Fifth level—More than six girls
for each shower* 10
3« Team Room
(a) Boys* Activities
1. First level—Space in main lock-
er room for a sufficient number
of large lockers so that the
equipment issued to team members
is safeguarded* 20
2* Second level—One or two special
dressing rooms of about 200 sq*
ft* area^ located near the en-
trance and convenient to the
showers, for the boys' visiting
team, or home team, or both,
equipped with benches and hooks
or lockers* 15
3* Third level—Same floor area set
apart for the team as for the rest
of the school* Two separate rooms
as part of the physical education
facilities. One each for boys*
home team and boys' visiting
team* 10
(b) Girls' Activities
1* First level—Space in main locker
room for a sufficient number of
large lockers so that the equip-
ment issued to team members is
safeguarded* 5
2* Second level—Special dressing
rooms of 200 sq* ft* area, loca-
ted near the entrance and conven-
ient to the showers for the girls*
visiting team, and home teams, each
equipped with benches and hooks or
lockers* 3
3* Third level—Same floor area set
apart for the teams as for the
rest of the school* Two separate
rooms as part of the physical edu-
cation facilities, equipped with
lockers and toilet facilities*
One each for girls' home team and
girls' visiting team* 0
4* Sanitary Features
26
20
5
50 50
i
49
L$vl» X 2 9
X# First X<iT«X*-Entrane« to toll«t
room from thowsr a a w«Xl m«
loolc«r room. Outsldo Il^^ht*
tlXo floor and nalla* Ona toil*
et and urinal for aaoh £5 ooya
in largaat claas* One lavatory
for each 20 boya or s^rls» 50
2» Second leTel^—Toilet room eon«
neeted with locker room or show
er room but not with t^th*
otherwise as In (a)* 40
^ ¥hlrd level->«»A8 in (b) but one
toilet for each 25 girls and oat
toilet and one urinal for eaoh
60 boys* 30
4« Fourth leveX»«>One toilet and lair«*
atory, irrespeotiTe of sise of
elaes* 10
6» Firth level-'^foilet room of school
not directly o<»meeted with ser\r*»
ice unit« 5
5» fowel end S>iit Facilities 30
Im First level'^-Sraall roota adjoining
both dresffllns room and shower room
froia which cloan towels and fresh-
ly laundered gymnasium or swiriesing
suit may be servod to users for
each physical education period* 50
2m Second leTcl*-Smaller room for
towels located as part of the
pharslcaX education unit* 20
5* Third lewel-*Storas« oloaet for
towels (frequently adjoining the
echool laundry) not part of the
physical education unit* 10
6* Z>rying Room for Athletic Clothing 20
1» First level—A room adjoining
each locker room large enough to
hold drying racks for a day*s
allotment of clothing for either
football^ or outdoor hookey*
Ower slse exhaust ducts and extra
radiation to provide rapid dry-
ing of elothiUb and elimination
of odors* 20
2* Second lo\ el*-Storage spaoe In
eonneetion with the physical edu«
cation department i^er« extra siie
lockers for football clothing may
be placed* 6
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QUESTIOHNAIRE
School
Enrollment
Humber of Boys__
Humber of Qlrla
PLEASE ENCIRCLE OR UNDERLINE THE CORRECT ANSWER:
1« l8 physical education required for boys? Yea No
For glrlB? Yes No
2* Is physical education for: 1 year; 2 years; 5 years;
4 years? If required for any other time span so indicate*
S« Is physical education required: daily; 4 times a
week; 3 times a week; 2 times a week; less?
4* What is the length of periods: 60 mins*; 45 mins.;
40 mins*; 35 mins*; 30 mins«; less?
5* What is your approximate n\unber of students in each
of your physical education classes?
6«a« Do you require varsity players to attend and parti-
cipate in physical education classes? Yes No
b» If so, when do you have them participate? During
the Season After the Season only
7»a. Do you grade each student taking physical educa-
tion? Yes No
b« If so, f^t system do you use? Students graded on
same basis as an academic subject; Marked - passed or failed;
Marked - satisfactory or unsatisfactory; Other, Indicate
method*
8«a« Do you grant credit for physical education toward
graduation? Yes No
b* If so, how many units? 4 units; 3 units; 1 unit;
less (indicate amount)*
9« Under what catagories do the physical education
instructor or instructors fall:
Hired as a physical instructor for boys? Male or Female
Hired as a physical instructor for girls? Male or Female
Hired as a physical instructor for both? Male or Female
Hired as an academic instructor? Male or Female
Hired as a full time instructor? Male or Female
Hired as a part time instructor? Male or Female
Any other? (List)
((
•4
51
lO.a* Do you teach any subject other than phyalcal
education? Yes No
b* If so, what? Biology; History; English; Health;
Language; Math; Science; others. Indicate:
11* When do you grade each student In physical educa-
tion? At the end of every 6 weeks; At the end of every 9
weeks; At the end of every semester; Same as academic subject;
other*
I2«a« Is a physical examination required before and
after the year's work? Yes No
b« If not, when?
13« Who gives the physical examination? Toetor; Nurse;
Both
14 • Is the teaching of health a major part of your
physical education program? Yes No
15«a« Do you feel that Individual gymnastics should be a
part of the p3?ogram? Yes No
b« Do you Incorporate this In your program? Yes No
16* Do you make It compulsory that each take a shower
after class? Yes No
17*a* Do you have any towel system? Yes No
b» If so. Indicate type (this includes furnishing of
towel and laundry)*
18» What evaluation procedure do you utilize? Standard-
ize test; Achievement scales; Organic efficiency test; otbers,
please list*
19 .a* Do you have special classes for physically handi-
capped students? Yes No
b» If (a*) Is yes. Is the specialist qualified to
handle the type of program given?
0* If so, li^at does this class consist of? Rest;
Individual exercises; Study hall; Other, indicate*
20*a* WlTiat activities does your indoor program consist
of? (Please list)
b* What activities does your outdoor program consist
of? (List Winter Sports also)
21*a* Do you have a program of intramural? Yes No
For boys? Yes No For girls? Yes No
B'^ston Unrversity
School of Education
Library
I(
(
b« What percentage of students avail themselves of the
Intramural program?
S2« Do you have a program of interscholastlo sports?
Yes No For Boys? Yes Ho For Qlrls? Yea No
25* Do you follow a curriculum outline (Course of
Study)? Yes No
24 .a* Are you well pleased with the physical education
program now offered? Yes No
b* If not, what would be some of your suggestions for
improyementa?
I(
i
DO YOU POSSESS THE FOLLOWING SUGGESTED EQUIPMEHT AND SUPPLIES
FOR HIGH SCHOOL GYMNASIUM?
Equipment and Supplies Yes No Number
yJlX UcLXXU Remarks
o cT * jDasKoboaxjL cacKSuops \i. yVm
at enda, 2 Pr» on sides)
3 Pr* Basketball Goals
8 Basketballs
1 Volleyball Center Standard
(or pr» volleyball standards)
2 Volleyball Wall Cleats
2 Volleyball Nets
4 Volleyballs
4 Soccerballs
12 Soft Balls
5 Soft Ball Bats (On Hand)
12 Hand Balls
8 Mats (5 X 7)
4 Mats (5 X 10)
1 Vaulting Box (2 Underlifts
6 Stall Bars
1 Swing Boom with 2 Boom Saddles
1 Adjustable Horizontal Bar
6 Climbing Ropes
1 Pr. Adjustable Flying Rings
1 Pr« Parallel Bars
J. rr» xiign jump i3T;anuara.s wmn
Rope and Rubber Plummets
Painted lines on floor for games:
i>asK:e vDai.x
Volleyball
Tennis
Badminton
Baseball
Hand Ball
9i
others not Listed Above are as
follows
}
i
STATE OF RHODE ISIAIH) AND PROVIDENCE PIANTATIOHS
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
S05 Benefit Street
Providence 3
February 18, 1948
Mr* Sloyd Touchet
20 Benefit Street
Warren, Rhode Island
My dear Mr. Touchet:
The State Department of Education grants to you
permission to make a survey to determine the present
Physical Education program of the public high schools
of Rhode Island. We are looking forward, with Inter-
est, to your findings.
Trusting that your survey may prove what you
wish for the completion of your Master's thesis, I am
Very truly yours,
/s/ Michael F, Walsh
Michael F. Walsh
Director of Education
MfW/ren
Certified to be
a true copy.
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STATE OP RHODE ISIAHD AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
205 Benefit Street
Providence 3
February 9, 1948.
Mr. Sloyd Touchet
20 Benefit Street,
Warren, R. I.
Dear Mr* Touchet:
Your letter of February 4 with enclosure has been
received.
I have reviewed your questionnaire and make sug-
gestions accordingly:
Your statement from Dr. Walsh should be suffici-
ent for your visits to superintendents and high schools
of the state*
I am much Interested In your survey and will be
pleased In receiving a copy of the results of your study.
Enclosed find the following:
List of districts and superintendents
" " high schools and principals
Statement of Program for Physical Education which
should answer some of your questions.
Under separate cover I am sending you material
which may be of interest.
Kindly Inform me If I may be of further service.
Sincerely yours,
/s/ 0. B. Lewis
Charles B. Lewis, M.D.
Consultant, Health and Physical
Education State Health and Education
Departments.
Certified to be
a true copy.
CBL/m
Address -
329 Wayland Ave.,
Providence, R. I»

A. S. BARNES AND COMPANY, INCORPORATED
67 West 44th Street
Hew York 18, N« Y.
February 25, 1948
Mr. Sloyd Touchet
20 Benefit Street
Warren, Rhode Island
Dear Mr* Touchett
Wa have your letter of February 19 requesting
permission to use the score card from our publica-
tion PHYSICAL EDUCATION FACILITIES FOR THE MODERN
JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS, in your Master's
Thesis. You have our permission to use this ma-
terial provided you give credit to title, author,
and publisher. If you should have your thesis
published, however, please get in touch with us
again.
Sincerely yours,
/s/ John Lowell Pratt
John Lowell Pratt
President
JLP/b
Certified to be
a true copy.
t
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